**Turkey Cookies!**

* Large sugar cookies
* Milano cookies
* Mini Twizzlers
* Candy Corn
* M&Ms
* Frosting

1. Place one Milano cookie onto your sugar cookie using the frosting as glue. This is the neck and head of your turkey!
2. “Glue” on two M&Ms at the top of the Milano cookie for eyes.
3. Below the M&Ms add a candy corn beak and a mini Twizzler gobble for your turkey!
4. Decorate the body of your turkey (the top half of the sugar cookie) with more candy corns, M&Ms, and twizzlers for bright, colorful feathers!

**“Crazy Turkey” Craft**

* Colored construction paper (white, brown, yellow, red, orange, blue and green)
* Tape
* Gluestick

1. Using brown paper, cut a large half-circle shape. Fold the half circle so that it forms a cone (the curved edge is the bottom).
2. Using the other colors, cut out feathers, a triangle beak, a red gobble, and two white eyes.
3. On the feathers write things you are thankful for, then glue them to the back of the cone. Glue on the other pieces and give your turkey a goofy face!